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Because product change is a necessary part of our industry, getting change notifications to customers is critical. All changes start with manufacturers who notify their distributors and direct customers of a change, typically in the form of a Product Change Notification. Distributors then communicate the change to their customers.

JEDEC, the Solid State Technology Association's standard, establishes procedures for notifying customers of changes to solid state product and associated processes (JESD46D Customer Notification of Product/Process Changes by Solid-State Suppliers). Although this standard is written for solid-state suppliers, nothing in the standard prevents it from being used for all electronic components. In fact, a committee is revising the standard so it will include all electronic components. ECIA has a committee that recommended changes to this standard and will be part of that committee as changes are made.

Conclusion: While the JEDEC standard is being revised, the ECIA committee recommends using JESD46D as the standard for all electronic component Product Change Notifications. In addition to the current standard, some of the changes recommended by the ECIA committee are listed in this document and should be considered for PCNs.

Terms and definitions

Change, (product or process): An alteration to the product or process, which may be a major change or a minor change. Manufacturing & process location changes can also be covered by this standard.

Customer: Any organization that:
1) Has purchased the product from the supplier within the past two (2) years and has a contract or purchase agreement with Process Change Notice (PCN) requirements, or
2) Has requested (and the supplier has agreed to provide) PCN information, or
3) Is an approved supplier agent.

End customer: final customer of product (i.e. channel distributor supply chain)

Classification of changes: The proposed change should be classified as either major or minor and noted on the PCN.

Communication of changes: The following changes require supplier to provide product change notice:

- Change in form, fit or function
• Change in manufacturing location  
• Change to manufacturing process  
• Change to product performance specification, or product reliability  
• Change of product design (including mechanical specification or tolerance change)  
• Change to electrical circuit  
• Change to production released tooling  
• Change to test equipment, test process, or test specification  
• Change to optical design  
• Change to materials used to manufacture product  
• Change to cosmetic requirements  
• Change in subcontractor or supplier  
• Any other change that could potentially impact the quality, performance, or reliability of the product  
• Product discontinuance (end of life) (Per JESD48C)  

Refer to Annex A of JESD46D for additional examples of major changes by commodity.

Customer notification  
It is recommended that a customer will be notified a minimum of 90 days before the proposed first ship date of the product identified in the PCN. Shipment of changed product may occur prior to stated ship date only with customer approval or by contractual agreement or mutual agreement between the supplier and customer.

Customer response  
It is expected that all major changes will be communicated by the authorized distributor to the immediate customer.

Product and Process Change Notification minimum content  
ECIA recommends the following revision to the min. content listed in JESD46D for items b) and m).

b) Where reasonable, complete list of individual affected supplier part number(s). For narrative purposes (cover letter, PCN description, etc.), affected product lines including specific package types or product family can be listed.

m) Supplier contact information, such as but not limited to: name, address, telephone, email, and fax number of supplier contact

Additional examples of major and minor changes not listed in JESD46D
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Changes to Annex A of the Standard

Annex A: Examples of changes that may be considered major requiring customer notification

Applicable for all commodities:

- Mechanical specification, dimensions, tolerance, geometrics, surface finish and materials
- Manufacturing site
- Outgoing QA sampling plan
- Changes in process control plan
- Outgoing reliability plan
- Material and material source
- Physical requirements (i.e. solderability, hardness)
- Structural integrity (i.e. thermal stress, plating thickness)
- Electrical requirements (i.e. continuity, insulation resistance)
- Environmental (i.e. thermal shock, cleanliness, outgassing)
- Subcontractor changes
- Surface finish/coating
- Extension of tooling life
- Tool (mold) or die modifications
- Annealing or any other stress relief process
- Supplier name change
- Compliance to applicable agencies/standards
- Change in RoHS status and/or change in exemptions claimed
- Manufacturing part number convention
- Any design change affecting schematic, physical layout of BOM
- Part number or revision number
- Die revision
- Data sheet parameters

Examples of MINOR changes

- Addition of part numbers (i.e. dash numbers)
- Notes for clarification or informational purposes
- Typographical errors
- Drafting errors